Easter egg hunts, olives present the Easter
eggs stuffed with Mediterranean flavor
Easter celebrations are almost here, an occasion that is lived with
fun activities for the kids of the house. Have an Olive Day makes it
easy to prepare delicious recipes for the little ones which also
delight the grown-ups, while looking for eggs filled with goodies.

With the first rays of the sun pointing on the horizon, spring
break is the time to plan Easter celebrations, an occasion for children
to enjoy, while wanting to decorate eggs and look for them in the back
yard.
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European table olives have everything you need to surprise them with
Easter snacks ... a way to give a reward full of flavor to the great
winners of the "Easter egg hunts." For families who are already thinking
about one of the most fun days of the year, Have an Olive Day includes
simple recipes to enjoy all the flavor of olives:
• Stuffed Eggs, but with olives
http://www.haveanoliveday.eu/index.php/videorecipes/mediterraneanfood/30-stuffed-eggs
• Black olive chip muffins, a sweet temptation for Easter Sunday
http://www.haveanoliveday.eu/index.php/videorecipes/sweet-bites/66black-olive-chip-muffins
The kids of the house are the indisputable protagonists of these days.
Once they discover the treasures hidden by the Easter Bunny, a good
snack is the best prize. Children and adults can also lean on Have an
Olive Day to find another treasure, this time in the form of delicious
sweet recipes as simple as they are delicious.

Discover to snack with enjoyment, the Mediterranean way.
www.haveanoliveday.eu
Have an Easter Day. Have an Olive Day.
About INTERACEITUNA and Olives from Spain
INTERACEITUNA is the Interprofessional Organization of Table Olive
recognized by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, Food and
Environment that represents the whole sector producing, processing
and marketing table olives. Created to implement different programs
and activities of general interest, INTERACEITUNA promotes the
knowledge of Spanish table olives and carries out research and
development related to production and production techniques.
INTERACEITUNA has partnered with the European Union to promote
this product.
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